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Big wells require 

more oversight 
Imagine spending a bucket of cash to repair the pump after your well runs dry, only to learn the problem 

stems from a high-capacity well recently drilled nearby for crop irrigation. 

That happened to several town of Beloit homeowners. It suggests need for more caution —not less—in 

state oversight. 

The Gazette editorial board supports economic development. Our first guiding principle states we oppose 

rules that unnecessarily impede business expansion. Yet principle No. 3 suggests “The state must strike a 

balance—protecting natural resources without placing undue burdens on businesses and industry.”  

High-capacity wells are a concern. By definition, they pump 70 gallons or more per minute, and their 

numbers are exploding statewide. Approvals averaged fewer than 150 annually from 1990 to 2011. More than 

double that was OK’d in each of the past few years. 

Conservative lawmakers propose fewer limits to spur economic development. Yet two Democrats , Sen. 

Mark Miller of Monona and Rep. Cory Mason of Racine, propose the Water Sustainability Act, which the 

environmental advocate Clean Wisconsin says offers a compressive solution to protect groundwater from 

over-pumping. The measure deserves consideration. 

Credit the town of Beloit farmer for stopping use of his well when he learned of problems. He plans to 

work with his driller to line the well so it taps a deeper source than residents use. 

Two more Democrats, Sen. Janis Ringhand of Evansville and Rep. Mark Spreitzer of Beloit, co-hosted a 

meeting last weekend in the town of Beloit. Eric Ebersberger of the state Department of Natural Resources 

explained the approval process, and residents aired concerns. 

Ebersberger is the DNR’s water use section chief and said legislation and court cases have changed his 

agency’s authority in recent years. Most recent changes authorize the DNR to gauge whether a deep well 

would negatively affect groundwater and private wells. However, Ebersberger said, the DNR has no clear 

definition for what “significant impact” means. 

Groundwater use has stirred much bigger problems in central Wisconsin and is a hot issue in drought -

stricken California. 

Kate Prengaman of the Wisconsin Center for Investigative Journalism reported in 2013 that Long Lake, 

near Plainfield, devolved from a 12-foot deep lake that lured anglers and skiers to little more than a 3-foot 

deep pond. Trophy fish died in the mud, and property values shriveled. Twenty miles to the north, declining 

flow landed the Little Plover River, a trout stream, on our nation’s 10 most endangered rivers. 

Scientists blame high-capacity wells used to irrigate crops. In the early 1950s, fewer than 100 such wells 

existed in the six-county Central Sands region. By 2013, the number topped 3,000. 

Meanwhile, California agriculture’s thirst for water is creating an even bigger clash. This month, Gov. 

Jerry Brown ordered a historic mandate that urban areas tap 25 percent less water. Agriculture, though 

lucrative, accounts for just 2 percent of the state’s economy but consumes 80 percent of the water, says the 

nonpartisan Public Policy Institute of California. 

At the April 11 meeting in the town of Beloit, Spreitzer said he wants better public notice of proposed 

high-capacity wells, a clear way for residents to report issues and wells reviewed periodically to ensure they 

work properly. He’s concerned that budget cuts could limit DNR oversight. 

These make sense. 

The Public Trust Doctrine in Wisconsin’s constitution makes the state responsible for protecting waters 

as a public good. As we mark Earth Day on Wednesday, the state must indeed balance the water needs of 

residents and businesses. Wisconsin’s problems must not grow to mirror those of California’s.  



 


